From: Peter Shawhan <pshawhan@umd.edu>
Subject: Re: GOTO team observations with SWASP in GraceDB
Date: April 20, 2016 at 9:14:48 PM EDT
To: Roy Williams <roy@caltech.edu>
Cc: Branson Stephens <stephenb@uwm.edu>, Alexander E Pace <alexander.pace@ligo.org>

On 4/20/2016 8:08 PM, Roy Williams wrote:
I can certainly imagine that uploading 3000 footprints will cause the system to
bog down. We have not done this kind of stress testing.

But it isn't slow to render.  It is fast and incorrect. :)

Peter


From: Roy Williams <roy@caltech.edu>
Subject: Re: GOTO team observations with SWASP in GraceDB
Date: April 20, 2016 at 8:08:55 PM EDT
To: Duncan K Galloway <duncan.galloway@monash.edu>, Peter Shawhan <pshawhan@umd.edu>
Cc: Branson Stephens <stephenb@uwm.edu>, Alexander E Pace <alexander.pace@ligo.org>

Hi Duncan

It was Branson and I that developed the EMBB component of GraceDB, and unfortunately Branson is about to leave LIGO.

I can certainly imagine that uploading 3000 footprints will cause the system to bog down. We have not done this kind of stress testing.

I wonder if would redefine the idea of observing footprint? Perhaps GraceDB can be given a small number of rectangles to represent the "overall approximate area" of the coverage, and you keep the gory details of the 3000 actual footprints?

Then of course there is the larger question of how long this reporting of footprints will last. Currently the follow-up observers are constrained by MOU to report footprints, but LIGO hopes to relax this in the future -- therefore the follow-up observers would have to *volunteer* to upload their follow-up footprints. I'd like your opinion on that possibility.

Roy



On 4/20/16 4:45 PM, Duncan K Galloway wrote:
Hi Peter,

thanks, this issue is obviously a little deeper than I’d perceived,
at least on the visualisation side.

Do you think the problem was exacerbated by the volume of data that
we uploaded, and if so, do we need to adjust our approach for next
time?

D.

On 21 Apr 2016, at 2:18 AM, Peter Shawhan <pshawhan@umd.edu>
wrote:

Hi Duncan,

I don't know if the Gateway Timeout error is a significant problem;
I'm CC'ing Branson Stephens and Alex Pace so that they're aware.

I see what you mean about Skymap Viewer: it seems to display a
different set of tiles when I select the GOTO box; whatever the
previously displayed set was, I think.  For instance, if I view the
most recent (top) skymap from
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/view/G211117 and Show Bulletin
Board, then de-select GOTO, de-select the last LOFAR-TKSP, and then
select GOTO, it displays the tiles from that LOFAR-TKSP set.
That's not the only problem, though.  The selection box for the
last EWE set actually displays the tiles from the middle LOFAR-TKSP
set.  My hunch is that this is a bug activated by the EWE entry
with N_regions=0, but that is just a hunch.  I'm CC'ing Roy
Williams.

Regards, Peter



On 4/15/2016 1:34 AM, Duncan K Galloway wrote:
Hi Peter,

just FYI, we’ve (finally) uploaded our SWASP followup pointings
covering G211117 to GraceDB, but I’m not sure it has worked 100%.
There were 3549 pointings, and these seem to be all listed in the
EM observation record, but we got a “Gateway Timeout” error
(using the Python GraceDB client) on submission.

Also, the Skymap viewer seems to be struggling to cope with
visualising them all.

If this causes too many problems on your end, and we need to try
some alternative approach (e.g. just uploading the individual
fields and not repeats to reduce the number of entries) then feel
free to delete the upload and we’ll try again

Cheers duncan

-- Duncan Galloway, Senior Lecturer Monash Centre for
Astrophysics (MoCA), School of Physics & Astronomy tel. +61 (0)3
99054422 | +61 (0)414 139763 http://users.monash.edu.au/~dgallow
duncan.galloway@monash.edu

.


-- Duncan Galloway, Senior Lecturer Monash Centre for Astrophysics
(MoCA), School of Physics & Astronomy tel. +61 (0)3 99054422 | +61
(0)414 139763 http://users.monash.edu.au/~dgallow
duncan.galloway@monash.edu


-- 
---
Caltech LIGO
roy@caltech.edu
626 395 3670


From: Duncan K Galloway <duncan.galloway@monash.edu>
Subject: Re: GOTO team observations with SWASP in GraceDB
Date: April 20, 2016 at 7:45:57 PM EDT
To: Peter Shawhan <pshawhan@umd.edu>
Cc: Duncan Galloway <duncan.galloway@monash.edu>, Roy Williams <roy@caltech.edu>, Branson Stephens <stephenb@uwm.edu>, Alexander E Pace <alexander.pace@ligo.org>

Hi Peter,

thanks, this issue is obviously a little deeper than I’d perceived, at least on the visualisation side.

Do you think the problem was exacerbated by the volume of data that we uploaded, and if so, do we need to adjust our approach for next time?

D.

On 21 Apr 2016, at 2:18 AM, Peter Shawhan <pshawhan@umd.edu> wrote:

Hi Duncan,

I don't know if the Gateway Timeout error is a significant problem; I'm CC'ing Branson Stephens and Alex Pace so that they're aware.

I see what you mean about Skymap Viewer: it seems to display a different set of tiles when I select the GOTO box; whatever the previously displayed set was, I think.  For instance, if I view the most recent (top) skymap from https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/view/G211117 and Show Bulletin Board, then de-select GOTO, de-select the last LOFAR-TKSP, and then select GOTO, it displays the tiles from that LOFAR-TKSP set.  That's not the only problem, though.  The selection box for the last EWE set actually displays the tiles from the middle LOFAR-TKSP set.  My hunch is that this is a bug activated by the EWE entry with N_regions=0, but that is just a hunch.  I'm CC'ing Roy Williams.

Regards,
Peter



On 4/15/2016 1:34 AM, Duncan K Galloway wrote:
Hi Peter,

just FYI, we’ve (finally) uploaded our SWASP followup pointings covering G211117 to GraceDB, but I’m not sure it has worked 100%. There were 3549 pointings, and these seem to be all listed in the EM observation record, but we got a “Gateway Timeout” error (using the Python GraceDB client) on submission.

Also, the Skymap viewer seems to be struggling to cope with visualising them all.

If this causes too many problems on your end, and we need to try some alternative approach (e.g. just uploading the individual fields and not repeats to reduce the number of entries) then feel free to delete the upload and we’ll try again

Cheers
duncan

--
Duncan Galloway, Senior Lecturer
Monash Centre for Astrophysics (MoCA), School of Physics & Astronomy
tel. +61 (0)3 99054422 | +61 (0)414 139763
http://users.monash.edu.au/~dgallow
duncan.galloway@monash.edu

.


--
Duncan Galloway, Senior Lecturer
Monash Centre for Astrophysics (MoCA), School of Physics & Astronomy
tel. +61 (0)3 99054422 | +61 (0)414 139763
http://users.monash.edu.au/~dgallow
duncan.galloway@monash.edu



From: Peter Shawhan <pshawhan@umd.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Re: GOTO team observations with SWASP in GraceDB
Date: April 20, 2016 at 12:20:38 PM EDT
To: <aep14@psu.edu>

Hi Alex,

I'm forwarding this just in case alexander.pace@ligo.org doesn't currently reach you...

Regards,
Peter


-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject: Re: GOTO team observations with SWASP in GraceDB
Date: Wed, 20 Apr 2016 12:18:21 -0400
From: Peter Shawhan <pshawhan@umd.edu>
To: Duncan K Galloway <duncan.galloway@monash.edu>
CC: Danny Steeghs <D.T.H.Steeghs@warwick.ac.uk>, Roy Williams <roy@caltech.edu>, Branson Stephens <stephenb@uwm.edu>, Alexander E Pace <alexander.pace@ligo.org>

Hi Duncan,

I don't know if the Gateway Timeout error is a significant problem; I'm CC'ing
Branson Stephens and Alex Pace so that they're aware.

I see what you mean about Skymap Viewer: it seems to display a different set of
tiles when I select the GOTO box; whatever the previously displayed set was, I
think.  For instance, if I view the most recent (top) skymap from
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/view/G211117 and Show Bulletin Board, then
de-select GOTO, de-select the last LOFAR-TKSP, and then select GOTO, it displays
the tiles from that LOFAR-TKSP set.  That's not the only problem, though.  The
selection box for the last EWE set actually displays the tiles from the middle
LOFAR-TKSP set.  My hunch is that this is a bug activated by the EWE entry with
N_regions=0, but that is just a hunch.  I'm CC'ing Roy Williams.

Regards,
Peter



On 4/15/2016 1:34 AM, Duncan K Galloway wrote:
Hi Peter,

just FYI, we’ve (finally) uploaded our SWASP followup pointings covering G211117 to GraceDB, but I’m not sure it has worked 100%. There were 3549 pointings, and these seem to be all listed in the EM observation record, but we got a “Gateway Timeout” error (using the Python GraceDB client) on submission.

Also, the Skymap viewer seems to be struggling to cope with visualising them all.

If this causes too many problems on your end, and we need to try some alternative approach (e.g. just uploading the individual fields and not repeats to reduce the number of entries) then feel free to delete the upload and we’ll try again

Cheers
duncan

--
Duncan Galloway, Senior Lecturer
Monash Centre for Astrophysics (MoCA), School of Physics & Astronomy
tel. +61 (0)3 99054422 | +61 (0)414 139763
http://users.monash.edu.au/~dgallow
duncan.galloway@monash.edu

.

.





From: Peter Shawhan <pshawhan@umd.edu>
Subject: Re: GOTO team observations with SWASP in GraceDB
Date: April 20, 2016 at 12:18:21 PM EDT
To: Duncan K Galloway <duncan.galloway@monash.edu>
Cc: Danny Steeghs <D.T.H.Steeghs@warwick.ac.uk>, Roy Williams <roy@caltech.edu>, Branson Stephens <stephenb@uwm.edu>, Alexander E Pace <alexander.pace@ligo.org>

Hi Duncan,

I don't know if the Gateway Timeout error is a significant problem; I'm CC'ing Branson Stephens and Alex Pace so that they're aware.

I see what you mean about Skymap Viewer: it seems to display a different set of tiles when I select the GOTO box; whatever the previously displayed set was, I think.  For instance, if I view the most recent (top) skymap from https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/view/G211117 and Show Bulletin Board, then de-select GOTO, de-select the last LOFAR-TKSP, and then select GOTO, it displays the tiles from that LOFAR-TKSP set.  That's not the only problem, though.  The selection box for the last EWE set actually displays the tiles from the middle LOFAR-TKSP set.  My hunch is that this is a bug activated by the EWE entry with N_regions=0, but that is just a hunch.  I'm CC'ing Roy Williams.

Regards,
Peter



On 4/15/2016 1:34 AM, Duncan K Galloway wrote:
Hi Peter,

just FYI, we’ve (finally) uploaded our SWASP followup pointings covering G211117 to GraceDB, but I’m not sure it has worked 100%. There were 3549 pointings, and these seem to be all listed in the EM observation record, but we got a “Gateway Timeout” error (using the Python GraceDB client) on submission.

Also, the Skymap viewer seems to be struggling to cope with visualising them all.

If this causes too many problems on your end, and we need to try some alternative approach (e.g. just uploading the individual fields and not repeats to reduce the number of entries) then feel free to delete the upload and we’ll try again

Cheers
duncan

--
Duncan Galloway, Senior Lecturer
Monash Centre for Astrophysics (MoCA), School of Physics & Astronomy
tel. +61 (0)3 99054422 | +61 (0)414 139763
http://users.monash.edu.au/~dgallow
duncan.galloway@monash.edu

.


